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School mission 

 

We are bringing up the people of the new generation, the generation of well-

educated, competent, creative and noble people, who can think on the world wide 

scale, who can give a helping hand, who act openly, honestly and bravely in all 

life situations, and who will be in charge of the life in the future - in the 21
st
 

century. 

 

 

School Philosophy 

 
The main aim of the school is to prepare students for the life in the future (the life in the 

21
st
 century) and teach them competencies and skills that will be required in their future 

studies, work and social life. 

 
It is very important to give the chance for every student to practice in different 

areas and be acquainted with as many subjects and areas as possible to find the area 

that is interesting and choose the right profession for the future.  

 

The lyceum was the first school in the city which introduced specialized groups (profiles) within 

the forms. So, each form is divided into 3 groups – technical, medical and economical. The 

groups study subjects of their profile on a higher level also they have a number of additional 

classes for problem solving to be prepared for city and regional contests. Being an IB school 

gives the lyceum the chance to introduce other subjects like Business and Management, 

Computer Science, Second languages etc. This also widens the horizons of the students and 

gives them more choice. 

 

We have to up-bring the students in the right way, for them to be active member of 

the society, to have leadership skills, team-working skills and communication skills. 

There is a project that we implement for the whole of the lyceum which is called “Democratic 

republic”. By using the project approach in teaching we form their communication skill and 

team- working skills.  



 

We give every student the chance to show his/her creativity and performing skills in 

a great number of events that are organized in the lyceum on a regular basis.  

 

The list of events comprises about 20 all-school events for the year, besides this each class and 

each student has a list of personal CAS activities. So, the possibilities that are given are really 

wide and unique in the city. 

 

We know that only a healthy child can cope with the studies in the lyceum. That is 

why every students has to do sports or sport activities together with his/her class 

advisor. 

Class advisors go with children to mountain climbing and camping, canoeing and swimming. 

Every semester the lyceum organizes it own Olympic games, where the children show their 

achievements in sports. 

 

We want to up-bring our students in the way that they will be supportive and caring 

to other members of the society. 

The lyceum has got a number of its own big social projects, each class develops its social project 

and also each student finds the project for itself.  

 

 


